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Short Lesson 3: 'We knew 
nothing about what was 
going on'? (Part 1)
What does the evidence suggest that ordinary Germans knew about 

the Nazi concentration camps? 



Lesson 3 overview

Hi! Good to see you again! In this 30-minute 

lesson you are going to;

3 a) Start to think about the extent to which ordinary 

Germans knew about the concentration camps. (5 

mins.)

3 b) Start to look at sources on the Nazi concentration 

camps website to find out what ordinary Germans 

knew about the camps. In doing so, you will complete 

3 record cards for 3 different sources. (20 mins.)

3 c) To take a short quiz to see what you have learned so 

far from the sources. (5 mins.)



Lesson 3 Historical key words
this may help when looking at historical sources this lesson

Helpful vocabulary for this is given at the end of this Powerpoint, on slides 

17 and 18. 

You will not necessarily use all the words given, but they are provided for 

help if you do.



How much did ordinary people actually know about what was 

going on inside the concentration camps? 

Take a minute just to think about this. What do you think? How certain can you 

be?

Write a sentence to record your initial answer to this question.

3 a) Your first thoughts…
5 mins.



In 2016, UCL Centre for Holocaust Education surveyed students from a variety of 

schools from all over England to find out about their knowledge and understanding 

of the Holocaust. 6,897 students from all around England gave an answer to 

the question

‘Who was responsible for the Holocaust?’

▪ Almost 8 out of every 10 students (79.4%) mentioned ‘Hitler’ as responsible.

▪ Less than 1 out of every 10 students (3.9%) mentioned ‘Germans’ 

So how much did ordinary people actually know about what was going on 

inside the camps? The next 2 lessons you are going to be finding out. 

3 a) What do other students think?



3 b) Enquiry

You are going to investigate the question 

‘What did ordinary Germans know about the concentration 

camps?’

We know that very few (3.9%) of secondary school students think 

ordinary Germans had no responsibility for the Holocaust. Does the 

evidence support this?



3 b) Enquiry: Looking at evidence

You are going to read 3 pieces of evidence from the Nazi concentration camps 

website www.camps.bbk.ac.uk. For each one, complete a record card, which you 

will later use to help respond to the enquiry question. The cards are given to you in 

the next 3 slides.

▪ Click on the ‘Documents’ tab, or alternatively click this icon here 

▪ Scroll down to the 10 documents in the ‘Public’ section

▪ Click on and read each of these 3, and complete a record card for each of 

them;

094 – Buchenwald survivor Eugen Kogon on popular knowledge about the 

camps

097 – A German teacher on popular knowledge of the camps

100 – A German civilian recalls wartime encounters with prisoners

20 mins.

http://www.camps.bbk.ac.uk/
http://www.camps.bbk.ac.uk/documents.html


Evidence Record Card: 

Document 94

Your Name:

What does the evidence suggest about the relationship between the wider German public and the Nazi concentration camps? 

Date Description Evidence of the relationship between the 

wider German public and the Nazi 

concentration camps

Implications Any further 

questions?

1946 Ordinary 

Germans

What does Eugon Kogon say about popular German 

knowledge of the concentration camps?

What does this say about 

what ordinary Germans 

knew? Were ordinary 

Germans in any way 

responsible for the camps?

If time you could 

look at some of the 

Films  and 

Testimony on the 

website. e.g. the 

first 2 minutes of 

Christa M’s 

testimony



Evidence Record Card: 

Document 97

Your Name:

What does the evidence suggest about the relationship between the wider German public and the Nazi concentration camps? 

Date Description Evidence of the relationship between the 

wider German public and the Nazi 

concentration camps

Implications Any further 

questions?

After 

the war

German 

witnesses

What does the teacher say ‘everyone’ knew about in 

Nordhausen, even if they later denied this?

What does this say about 

what ordinary Germans 

knew? Were ordinary 

Germans in any way 

responsible for the camps?

If time you could 

look at some of 

the Films  and 

Testimony on the 

website. e.g. the 

first 2 minutes of 

Christa M’s 

testimony



Evidence Record Card: 

Document 100

Your Name:

What does the evidence suggest about the relationship between the wider German public and the Nazi concentration camps? 

Date Description Evidence of the relationship between the 

wider German public and the Nazi 

concentration camps

Implications Any further 

questions?

After 

the war 

/ 1944

Looking 

Away

What did a civilian in Danzig see every morning?

How did she react?

What does this say about 

what ordinary Germans 

knew? Were ordinary 

Germans in any way 

responsible for the camps?

If time you could 

look at some of 

the Films  and 

Testimony on the 

website. e.g. the 

first 2 minutes of 

Christa M’s 

testimony



3 c) End of lesson quiz

You will be given 3 multiple-choice questions to see how your knowledge and 

understanding of Nazi concentration camps is developing.

Use a pen and paper to record you answers.

At the end of the quiz are the answers. You can use this to see how you’ve done.

5 mins.



3 c) End of short lesson quiz

Question 1

Which of the following is not a way that Eugen Kogon mentions 

that ordinary Germans had knowledge of the concentration 

camps?

A. From foreign radio broadcasts

B. From films made by inmates to show camp conditions

C. From seeing inmates working

D. From seeing processions of inmates pass by

E. From business people selling things to camps



3 c) End of lesson quiz

Question 2

A German teacher talking about popular knowledge of the 

camps said all the following apart from one. Which is it?

A. Everyone saw the Zebra (prisoner) columns marching

B. There were always heavily armed SS with them

C. There were vehicles full of dead bodies that were easily seen

D. Everyone who says they didn’t know what was happening in Dora camp 

is telling the truth

E. Ordinary Germans worked with the inmates in factories



3 c) End of lesson quiz

Question 3

A German civilian who saw female inmates from Stutthof at a 

factory mentioned all of the following apart from which one?

A. She saw them every morning

B. They were being ‘hounded to work’

C. There were SS women in uniforms and whips with them

D. The inmates were Dutch communists

E. The inmates were described as ‘miserable’



3 c) End of lesson quiz

Answers

All the statements in the 3 sources are true, apart from the 

following;

1. B. From films made by inmates to show camp conditions

2. D. Everyone who says they didn’t know what was happening in Dora 

camp is telling the truth

3. D. The inmates were Dutch communists



End of mini-lesson 3

Well done!

You have now completed the third of six short lessons about the Nazi 

concentration camps.

We look forward to seeing you soon for lesson 4, where you will get to use 

the Nazi concentration camps website to continue to explore some of the 

sources to help you decide… How much did ordinary people actually 

know about what was going on inside the concentration camps? 



Lesson 3 Historical key words
this may help when looking at historical sources this lesson



Lesson 3 General key words
this may help when looking at historical sources this lesson
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‘We knew nothing about what was going on’

What does the evidence suggest ordinary 
Germans knew about the Nazi concentration 
camps? 


